
But when classification results are presented, the question
always arises. What if another topology yields superior
accuracy? How is it possible to compare, for example, a
statistical classifier to a NN-based one when we can not
guarantee that a near-optimal topology has been discovered?

The objective of this paper is to present a method for
optimal MLP topology determination. The optimization is
carried out by a genetic algorithm (GA) (Goldberg, 1989;
Holland, 1992). The results of this paper show that, provided
that we efficiently code the NN into a binary string and more
importantly that we allow the GA to run for an adequately
long time, an optimal topology (or near optimal or at least
better than that found by conventional methods) is eventu-
ally discovered. The uniqueness of our work is that although
GAs have been used to train NNs (instead of BP) in the remote
sensing context (Liu et al., 2004), this is one of the first
efforts to deploy them in topology evolution. The proposed
method (direct coding) has been applied in other domains
but not in remote sensing (Michel, 1996; Chapter 2). We first
use a genetic algorithm to identify the optimal topology of
the hidden layer in terms of connections to input and output
layers. We then use backpropagation to train the neural
network that has small real numbers as weights. The results
are compared to state-of-the-art pruning methods namely
Optimal Brain Damage and Optimal Brain Surgeon.

The paper is organized as follows. First, existing
approaches in hidden topology identification are briefly
reviewed followed by a discussion of genetic algorithms.
Our method is then presented followed by our results.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in the last section. In the
subsequent discussion we use the abbreviations R, G, B, NIR

to indicate visible red, visible green, visible blue, infrared,
near infrared and thermal infrared channels, accordingly.

Current Methods for the Determination of Network Topology
The difficult part in determining optimum MLP topology
lays in hidden structure identification. Currently, there
exist two general categories of approaches, pruning or
growing algorithms (Lauret et al., 2006) on one side and
heuristics, which give us the hidden structure as a function
of the number of input and output nodes, on the other
(Kanellopoulos and Wilkinson, 1997).
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Abstract
The effect of pruning neural network structures in remote
sensing is investigated. Standard pruning methods, i.e.,
Optimal Brain Damage and Optimal Brain Surgeon, are
compared with pruning based on a genetic algorithm. Direct
coding is used to represent the links of the network for
optimization with a canonical genetic algorithm using binary
representation. The results show that the genetic algorithm
is the only method able to discover a significantly better
neural network structure. The main drawback of the genetic
approach is the extensive training time required.

Introduction
Numerous are the applications of neural networks (NNs) in
classifying remotely sensed images. The most commonly
used choice is the Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) (Minsky
and Papert, 1969; Lippman, 1987; Stathakis and Vasilakos,
2006) trained by the backpropagation (BP) algorithm
(Rumelhart et al., 1986; Werbos, 1974). The first applica-
tion of NNs in satellite image classification (Benediktsson
et al., 1990) established an additional merit of their use
compared to conventional approaches (e.g., Maximum
Likelihood): the ability to easily incorporate non-spectral
ancillary information (e.g., topographic) into the classifica-
tion process without violating any assumptions. Experi-
ments that followed showed that NN outperform statistical
classifiers in several occasions (Kanellopoulos et al.,
1992).

Nevertheless, there is no exact solution to finding
the optimal topology, in terms of resulting classification
accuracy, of a MLP until today. There have been several
heuristics, some developed in the context of remotely
sensed image classification specifically (Kanellopoulos and
Wilkinson, 1997), that serve as the point of departure for
exploring possible more efficient topologies by trial and
error.

These rules of thumb insure that the topologies, and
thus results reached, will not deviate much from optimum.
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Pruning and Growing Algorithms
The first category refers to methods that progressively add or
remove nodes. In the addition case, nodes are added from
scratch, i.e., starting with a single hidden node, until
performance can no longer be improved. The case of
removing nodes is called pruning. Pruning algorithms start
with a larger network topology than believed optimal and
progressively remove links according to their contribution. A
description of pruning algorithms tested for remotely sensed
data can be found in (Kavzoglu and Mather, 1999). The
authors experimentally select as optimal a 6:15:8 network
and use it as a starting point to test three different pruning
algorithms. Throughout the text, we use the notion X:Y:Z to
refer to a neural network that has X, Y, and Z nodes in the
input, hidden and output layer, respectively. In the fully
connected version, this consists of 210 links. They conclude
that the use of pruning algorithms led in their case to slight
performance improvement. Pruning (and growing) algo-
rithms are based on the evaluation of each link’s contribu-
tion to the solution given the current topology. Pruning
deletes the link that results in the least performance degra-
dation. Although in practice, this category of algorithms
might improve the results compared to simple trial and error
based on experience; several considerations are raised:

1. Optimum solution is by no means guaranteed. Much like
gradient descent methods, they are deterministic methods.
Starting from a single point in the solution space they try to
find a better solution by progressively moving to nearby
solutions. There is no theoretical framework that suggests
that an optimal solution will be found.

2. The number of possible topologies for the NN used in
(Kavzoglu and Mather, 1999) (6:15:8) is 2210 � 1.6 * 1063. It
is thus impractical to search exhaustively the solution space.
An insignificant fraction (less or equal to 210/1.6 * 1063) of
possible solutions is tested. It is very unlikely that by
searching such a few topologies, a near optimal solution will
be revealed.

3. NNs are known to exhibit chaotic behavior (Kanellopoulos
and Wilkinson, 1997) which means that removing the link
having the least contribution in the solution as measured for
the current topology might not be the least needed link in a
following topology.

Heuristics
The second approach depends on rules that determine the
number of nodes in the hidden layer as well as the number
of hidden layers based on some function of input or output
nodes. The upper limit of number of hidden layer is com-
monly set by the Kolmogorov theorem (Keiner and Yan,
1998; Kolmogorov, 1957) which states that any function,
regardless of complexity, can be represented as a NN with
only one hidden layer. Several considerations arise when
applying that theorem in practice as described in (Stathakis,
In Review) but they are beyond the scope of this paper. We
will use later in our discussion the Kanellopoulos-Wilkinson
rule (Kanellopoulos and Wilkinson, 1997), because it is
probably the most commonly used rule in the remote
sensing community. A compact statement of this rule can be
found in (Stathakis and Vasilakos, 2006). We briefly summa-
rize here that the proposed minimum topology for neural
networks with one hidden layer has twice the number of
input or output nodes, whichever is larger, in the hidden
layer. The maximum topology contains up to four times this
number in the hidden layer. Again, there is absolutely no
theoretical or practical evidence that the rule will result in a
near optimal solution. Additionally, even less network
topologies, compared to the previous approach, are usually
tested in practice. The real value of this approach is that it
discourages the use of extreme topologies out of the lower

and upper bounds. This in turn could make comparisons of
results in the literature more reliable.

Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms are optimization methods inspired by
natural evolution. Unlike other methods, GAs use random
choice as a tool to guide search towards regions of the
search space with likely improvement (Goldberg, 1989).
They use a population of solutions rather than a single
solution. Each solution is coded in a string (chromosome)
which in the basic case contains binary features (genes) and
has fixed length. It has also been extended to contain other
types or values (real numbers, characters, etc.) and be of
variable length (messy GAs) (Goldberg, 1989); messy are one
of the few types of GAs that have been applied in remote
sensing (Bandyopadhyay and Pal, 2001). The performance of
each solution (fitness) is evaluated according to an objective
function.

The power of GAs comes from the capacity they have
to concurrently process multiple schemata, i.e., similarity
templates describing a subset of strings with similarities at
certain string positions (Goldberg, 1989). This characteristic
is termed implicit parallelism (Holland, 1992). Explicit
parallelism, i.e., the possibility to easily implement them
in parallel computing architecture, is also a strong advan-
tage of GAs but not a unique attribute of them (e.g., NNs
also have it). Implicit parallelism suggests that although a
small number of solutions are evaluated at each iteration
(generation), a much larger portion of solution space is in
effect searched through similar solution templates
(schemata). A typical population number n ranges from 20
to 100 individuals, whereas the number of schemata
searched per generation is given by n3 (Goldberg, 1989;
Chapter 2).

Optimization is achieved in principle using three simple
operators: reproduction, crossover, and mutation. Reproduc-
tion is the process of selecting individual strings to be
transferred to the next generation according to the objective
value they obtain. Crossover selects two individuals at
random for merging. In the basic implementation, a position
in the strings is selected randomly to split the two strings;
then, two new strings are then formed by swapping sub-
strings. Mutation is the random alteration of the value at a
given string position. In the simplest form, mutation results
in flipping one bit in a binary string. The building block
hypothesis (Goldberg, 1989) is used to explain how genetic
operators reach for the final solution by recombining blocks
of clustered elements in the string using crossover. Follow-
ing that, it would be better to code the solutions more
“naturally,” i.e., in a way that the representation of similar
solutions differs as little as possible.

Evolving Neural Networks
Genetic algorithms have been used to optimize neural
networks (Michel, 1996; Chapter 2). There are two basic
types of optimization: structure optimization and weight
optimization (Michel, 1996; Chapter 2). The latter has been
tested with remote sensing data (Liu et al., 2004), and the
authors report there significant increase in overall accuracy
compared to a maximum likelihood classifier as well as to a
MLP trained by the backpropagation. In this paper, we are
concerned with structure optimization where to our experi-
ence, there exist no previous experiments.

The Two Component Configuration.
Initially, we identify according to the Kanellopoulos-
Wilkinson rule the upper bound of our topology. This
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Figure 1. The two components. A topology is selected
using genetic optimization and is sent to the NN

component for evaluation. The percentage of overall
classification error is transmitted to the GA component
to be used as the fitness function. In this example, the
fitness value (overall error of testing data set) of the
topology coded as [10111011] is 10 percent.

reduces the required training time without any loss of
generality, since to our experience, optimal topology is often
bounded by the structure that this rule yields. In our case,
we have both five inputs and outputs by chance. The
application of the rule yields the 5:20:5 structure as the
upper bound of topology. The 5:20:5 structure consists of
200 possible links and 2200 possible combinations of links.
Clearly, exhaustive search is not a feasible option.

Our study area is Lefkas Island in western part of the
Hellenic Republic. Inputs to the system are four Landsat-7
ETM� bands; 1, 2, 3, and 4 that are named BLUE, GREEN,
RED, NIR (near infrared), respectively, and a Digital Eleva-
tion Model (DEM) derived from SRTM data (SRTM, 2000).
The Landsat scene was acquired on July 2000. Outputs are
five CORINE Level 1 land-use classes (CORINE, 2000),
namely Artificial surfaces (ATF), Agricultural areas (AGR),
Forest and semi-natural areas (FOR), Wetlands (WET), and
Water bodies (WAT). Stratified sampling is used, and
accuracy assessment is done based on the concept of the
accuracy matrix (Congalton and Green, 1999). CORINE is
used as the reference to determine the output class. We
split the total number of samples into three equal in size
parts. The first serves as the training data set for training
the neural network. The second is the validation set used to
terminate training of the neural network when accuracy for
this set stops decreasing. The last set, the test set, is kept
independent of training and is only used to evaluate the
accuracy after the weights of the neural network have been
frozen. For a more detailed description of this strategy see
Bishop (1995).

The neural network topology is coded as a series of 200
bits where each bit corresponds to a connection. Values of 0
and 1 are used to show the existence or absence of a
specific connection. In other words, we used direct encoding
and not a more sophisticated encoding such as grammatical
encoding (Michel 1996; Chapter 2). The bottleneck of the
system is NN training time, and since any type of coding
will eventually result in the same structure that has to be
trained, we see no benefit in using any coding other than
direct.

Our system is adopted from fields other than remote
sensing and has two distinct components. The GA compo-
nent selects using genetic optimization, a NN topology which
is passed to the NN component for training and accuracy
assessment. The overall accuracy is passed back to the GA to
serve as function evaluation for further optimization as
shown on Figure 1. In this experiment, we use overall
classification accuracy for the testing data set. In fact, we
actually use the percentage of error (100 percent overall
correct) as the fitness function, since GAs are typically used
to minimize a certain function.

Representation
Two types of direct coding are tested. The simple approach
for the NN in Figure 1 yields:

[12345678] number corresponds to Figure 1 connections
[10111011] actual coding of NN in Figure 1.

A more “natural” approach seeking to preserve the building
blocks by clustering similar characteristics in similar places
on the string is:

[13562478] number corresponds to Figure 1 connections
[11100111] actual coding of NN in Figure 1.

The difference is that in this case the four first places
correspond to the first hidden node and the next four places
to the second hidden node so that the nodes are arranged in
a sequence in the string.

GA Used
The parameters of the genetic algorithm are mostly set
following the recommendations of (Goldberg, 2002). In our
experiment, each individual is coded in a binary string with
length of 200 as there are 200 weights in a 5:20:5 neural
network. The population is initially created based on a
uniform distribution including 460 individual solutions.
Gaussian mutation rate set to 0.01, and two-point crossover
at 0.75 is used. Tournament selection is used with size 4.
Rank is selected as the fitness scaling function. Termination
criterion is set to 460 generations, but this was never
satisfied as the time required is too long.

NN Used
We use a standard feedforward MLP for classifying the
samples. All neural network weights used are small real
numbers (i.e., not binary). Learning rate is set to 0.03 and
momentum is 0.9, and Log sigmoid transfer function is used.
For training the NN, the mean of squared errors is used as the
performance function. Training is stopped when accuracy for
the validation set stops decreasing. Additional termination
criteria are the completion of 70 training epochs or reaching
a mean square error level of 0.02 for the training data set.
Initially, the NN was trained with a standard BP. The problem
is that training time becomes extraordinary long. For this
reason, we resorted to Levenberg-Marquardt backpropagation
for faster training (Hagan and Menhaj, 1994). This allows
running the genetic algorithm for more generations.

The Winner Takes All rule is applied to the output of
the NN to obtain a single output class. The output of the NN,
percentage of overall testing set error, is then passed back to
the GA. It might be even more appropriate to use Khat or
overall testing error scaled (e.g., multiplied) by the percentage
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TABLE 1. ACCURACY MATRIX FOR BEST TOPOLOGY DISCOVERED BY GENETICALLY-
BASED PRUNING; PRODUCER’S AND USER’S REFER TO PERCENT ACCURACY

Training

Khat � 60 ATF WET FOR WAT AGR User’s

ATF 805 238 92 103 32 63.39
WET 235 719 357 34 8 53.14
FOR 58 215 643 87 12 63.35
WAT 72 101 119 992 46 74.59
AGR 93 20 72 32 1154 84.17
Producer’s 63.74 55.61 50.12 79.49 92.17 68.04

Testing

ATF 837 230 98 122 41 63.03
WET 254 741 366 41 13 52.37
FOR 77 194 578 96 12 60.40
WAT 58 69 99 996 60 77.69
AGR 93 28 57 17 1161 85.62
Producer’s 63.46 58.72 48.25 78.30 90.21 68.05

Figure 2. Solution evolution. Average fitness refers to
the average percent correct testing accuracy per
generation. Connectivity corresponds to the average
number of weights present in the solutions per 
generation expressed as a percentage to the total
possible weights (here 200).

Figure 3. The actual best network topology revealed by
genetically pruning the neural network.

of the least accurate category. For this paper, we have not
tested these two options.

Results
The results of the “natural” direct coding are presented here.
The evolution of solution, both in terms of average error and
of average connectivity of solutions, is presented in Figure 2.
Connectivity is defined as the number of connections
(weights) present in the current solution expressed as a
percentage of the total possible weights. The best solution is
discovered after 17 generations with 68.05 percent overall
testing accuracy as shown in Table 1. The actual topology
discovered is presented in Figure 3. Note that almost double
the number of links compared to the rest of input nodes start
from the DEM. This could be an indication of the significant

contribution of ancillary topographic information in the
classification. A further remark is that no node of the hidden
layer is removed by pruning which could imply that the
initial topology is not very redundant.

In Table 2 the results of the best out of 50 runs for a
fully connected 5:20:5 neural network are shown. The 50
runs have 66.6 percent maximum, 19.9 percent minimum,
61.48 percent average, and 12.65 standard deviation of
testing accuracy. The progress of pruning with Optimal
Brain Damage and Optimal Brain Surgeon is shown on
Figure 4. The same accuracy level is maintained after
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removing several weights there but the increase of accuracy
is marginal and hence barely visible. In Table 3, the results
of those two standard pruning methods are given for the test
set only. Table 4 shows the comparison of the tested

methods in terms of Khat. In Table 5, the methods are tested
in pairs for significance at the 90 percent level given that
the results are in general very close. It is shown there that
only pruning with the genetic algorithm produces statisti-
cally significant improvement.

In Figure 4, it is evident that the genetic algorithm finds
out that the higher the connectivity (i.e., the number of
links) the better the solutions discovered are on average. The
fact that the connectivity line is monotonically increasing
could be taken as an indication that a larger initial topology
is required. This would of course further increase the
computing requirements.

The evaluation of each string takes approximately 4.8
minutes. No optimization for speed has been applied in the
present experiment. It seems however very unlikely that any
improvement for speed will yield comparable performance
with respect to the standard pruning methods that take
almost two hours in total to complete. Training times given
for our own experiments refer to a dual 2.80 GHz processor
with 2 GB of RAM computer configuration.

Conclusions
In general, pruning has an impact in classifying at the same
approximately level of accuracy but with significantly more
compact neural network structures. The best solution
discovered by the genetic approach is able to produce
superior results by only 70 percent of the initial weights. At
the same time, the results of the two standard methods do
not deteriorate much when using approximately 90 percent
of the weights (Figure 3).

The results in this paper show that when the target is to
achieve as much accuracy as possible the use of genetic
algorithms for pruning is justified, as it is the only method
tested resulting in statistically significant accuracy improve-
ment. On the other hand if the desired task is to reduce the
structure of the neural network without particularly focusing
on accuracy improvement, then standard pruning methods
should be considered as an option.

Future research could include the design of a similar
system than presented here where more parameters are tuned
by the genetic algorithm. For example, a genetic algorithm
could be used for feature selection, for topology identification
through pruning as well as for training the weights. Evidence

Figure 4. Progress of pruning for (a) Optimal Brain
Damage, and (b) Optimal Brain Surgeon for the training
and testing data sets.

TABLE 2. ACCURACY MATRIX FOR THE BEST OUT OF 50 RUNS FULLY CONNECTED

5:20:5 NEURAL NETWORK; PRODUCER’S AND USER’S REFER TO PERCENT ACCURACY

Training

Khat � 0.59 ATF WET FOR WAT AGR User’s

ATF 759 230 91 130 32 61.11
WET 273 745 328 46 4 53.37
FOR 60 207 697 99 12 64.84
WAT 76 87 101 930 74 73.34
AGR 95 24 66 43 1130 83.21
producer’s 60.1 57.62 54.33 74.52 90.26 67.22

Testing

Khat � 0.58 ATF WET FOR WAT AGR User’s

ATF 785 240 111 134 36 60.11
WET 288 733 340 56 9 51.4
FOR 75 198 609 110 11 60.72
WAT 72 64 90 951 88 75.18
AGR 99 27 48 21 1143 85.43
producer’s 59.51 58.08 50.83 74.76 88.81 66.6
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TABLE 4. ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF METHODS

Overall
testing 

Method accuracy Khat

Fully connected 5:20:5 MLP (best out 50 runs) 66.6 0.58
Optimal Brain Damage (OBD) 67.1 0.59
Optimal Brain Surgeon (OBS) 67.5 0.59
Pruning by genetic algorithm (GANN) 68.05 0.60

exist that genetic algorithms are able to provide better
answers in the design of neural networks than the currently
used conventional and heurist rules. The main obstacle to
surpass is the high demands in processing power, and
technological advances go towards that direction.
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